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ABSTRACT: Consider a random hypergraph on a set of N vertices in which, for 1 � k � N, a
Poisson (N�k) number of hyperedges is scattered randomly over all subsets of size k. We collapse
the hypergraph by running the following algorithm to exhaustion: Pick a vertex having a 1-edge and
remove it; collapse the hyperedges over that vertex onto their remaining vertices; repeat until there
are no 1-edges left. We call the vertices removed in this process identifiable. Also any hyperedge
all of whose vertices are removed is called identifiable. We say that a hyperedge is essential if its
removal prior to collapse would have reduced the number of identifiable vertices. The limiting
proportions, as N 3 �, of identifiable vertices and hyperedges were obtained in R. W. R. Darling
and J. R. Norris [Structure of large random hypergraphs, Ann Appl Probab, to appear. In this paper,
we establish the limiting proportion of essential hyperedges. We also discuss, in the case of a
random graph, the relation of essential edges to the 2-core of the graph, the maximal subgraph with
minimal vertex degree 2. © 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Random Struct. Alg., 24: 381–396, 2004
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1. INTRODUCTION

The classical random graph has been intensively studied. It has a conceptual economy and
a total symmetry which have been found both to be mathematically appealing and to allow
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for a deep analysis. The Poisson random hypergraph, introduced in [3], is a less econom-
ical and symmetrical object. It differs from the random graph and from most other random
hypergraph models in allowing a mixture, in given proportions, of hyperedges of all
different cardinalities. The model comes then with a large number of parameters, which
perhaps makes it of less singular interest than the pure random graph. It is also a challenge
to deal with the resulting complications in analyzing such an object. We believe, however,
that the Poisson random hypergraph offers potential in modeling real-world phenomena
which may lack the symmetry of the random graph. Moreover, it was shown in [3] that,
by means of differential equations, some basic structural properties are effectively
computable. Further, the dependence of these properties on the given parameters displays
a range of phenomena beyond what is seen for the random graph. See [2].

The Poisson random hypergraph differs from the usual models not only in allowing for
a mixture of edge cardinalities but also in assuming a Poisson rather than a fixed number
of hyperedges. In terms of modeling, we believe this latter difference to be insignificant:
one can make arguments for Poisson or for fixed numbers as more natural and it is usually
possible to transfer results from one framework to the other. See Chapter 3 of [4]. When
it comes to the analysis, the Poisson framework, by maximizing independence, is very
helpful.

The current paper takes a further step in analyzing the structure of Poisson random
hypergraphs. We find it interesting that the formula discovered in [3] for the number of
identifiable hyperedges splits in a simple way as a sum of terms, each corresponding to a
class of identifiable hyperedges with some additional property.

Suppose we have a set of vertices V of size N. Then for (�k : k � 1) a sequence of
nonnegative real numbers, we define a Poisson random hypergraph with parameters (�k :
k � 1) to be a random map � : �(V) 3 �� such that

��A� � Poisson�N�k��N
k��

whenever �A� � k, with (�(A), A � V) independent. Then �(A) is the number of
hyperedges over A (so that we are allowing multiple edges over a set). We call 1-edges
patches. We refer to the case when �k � 0 for all k � 3 as the graph case. Define the
generating function �(t) � ¥k�1

� �kt
k. Throughout this paper, we will assume that

¥k�1
� k�k � � so that � is C1 on the interval [0, 1]. Define t* � inf{t � 0 : ��(t) � log(1 	

t) � 0} and note that t* � [0, 1). We will assume further that there are no zeros of ��(t) �
log(1 	 t) in [0, t*). The case where this last condition fails is explored further in [3].

We follow [3] and [2] in considering the notion of identifiability. Any vertex with a
patch on it is identifiable. Pick such a vertex and delete both the vertex and the patch.
Collapse all of the other hyperedges over v down onto their remaining vertices (so that a
3-edge over {u, v, w} becomes a 2-edge over {u, w}, for example). Continue until there
are no more patches on the hypergraph. Then the order of this collapse does not affect the
set of vertices eventually removed (see [3]), called the set of identifiable vertices, which
we denote by V*(�). A hyperedge is said to be identifiable if all of its vertices are
identifiable.

In a hypergraph with no patches there are no identifiable vertices: we say then that a
vertex w is identifiable from v if it is identifiable in the hypergraph obtained by adding one
patch at v. Note that, except in the graph case, this relation between w and v is not
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symmetric. For example, in Fig. 1, w is identifiable from v but v is not identifiable from
w. The set of vertices identifiable from v is called the domain of v.

We now review some material from [3] and [2] which we will use later.

Theorem 1.1. Let VN be the number of identifiable vertices and HN be the number of
identifiable hyperedges in the Poisson random hypergraph on N vertices. Then, for all
� 
 0,

lim sup
N3�

N	1log ���N	1VN � t*� � �� � 0

and

lim sup
N3�

N	1log ���N	1HN � ��t*� � �1 � t*�log�1 � t*�� � �� � 0.

Thus, VN/N and HN/N have limits in probability which are attained exponentially fast.
We recall that the Borel(	) distribution is the distribution of the total population of a

Galton–Watson branching process with Poisson(	) offspring distribution. That is, if X �
Borel(	), then

��X 
 n� 
 e		n�	n�n	1/n!, n � 1, ��X 
 �� 
 p,

with p the root in (0, 1) of 	x � log(1 	 x) � 0.

Theorem 1.2. Assume that �1 � 0. Let DN denote the size of the domain of a typical
vertex. Then

DN ¡
d

D

as N 3 �, where D has the Borel(2�2) distribution.

Fig. 1 Asymmetry of identifiability.
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The graph case of this result is well known. The domain of a vertex looks like a branching
process. This branching process has almost surely finite size if �2 � 1/2 and is infinite
with positive probability if �2 
 1/2.

2. ESSENTIAL EDGES

We say that a hyperedge is essential if removing it reduces the number of identifiable
vertices.

Let �(N, k) be the number of essential k-edges in the Poisson random hypergraph on
N vertices. Let �(N) � ¥k�1

N �(N, k) be the total number of essential edges. The purpose
of this paper is to prove the following law of large numbers:

Theorem 2.1. For any fixed k � 1,

��N, k�/N ¡
p

k�1 � t*��t*�k	1�k (2.1)

as N 3 �. Moreover,

��N�/N ¡
p

	�1 � t*�log�1 � t*� (2.2)

as N 3 �.

Thus, the limit of HN/N splits into two parts: �(t*) corresponding to nonessential
identifiable hyperedges and 	(1 	 t*)log(1 	 t*) � (1 	 t*)��(t*) corresponding to
essential hyperedges.

3. ESSENTIAL EDGES IN RANDOM GRAPHS

In order to provide intuition about essential edges, we consider first the case of a random
graph with patches. Asymptotically, the 2-edge-structure of the Poisson random graph
behaves in the same way as that of the more-commonly studied binomial model �(N, p),
with p � 2�2/N (see, for example, Bollobás [1] or Janson, Łuczak, and Ruciński [6]). We
give a simple calculation for essential patches and then a heuristic derivation for essential
2-edges based on known results for the 2-core.

In the random graph with patches, a vertex is identifiable if and only if its component
has a patch on some vertex. So a patch is essential if and only if it is the only patch on
a component. This enables us to prove part of our limiting result concerning the expected
number of essential patches in an elementary way. Fix a vertex v and let DN be the size

of the domain of v. By Theorem 1.2, DN ¡
d

D. We note that the limiting Borel(2�2)
distribution for D has (possibly degenerate) probability generating function F(s) which is
the solution to
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F�s� 
 s exp�2�2�F�s� � 1��

in the range 0 � s � 1 (see Harris [5], p. 32). Let A denote the event that v has a patch
and this patch is essential. Then

��A� 
 ����A � DN� 
 ���1e	�1DN 3 �1F�e	�1�.

Now,

F�e	�1� 
 exp�	�1 � 2�2�F�e	�1� � 1��.

But F(e	�1) � 1 	 t* is a solution to this equation and so

��A� 3 �1�1 � t*�.

Hence, �[�(N, 1)/N] converges to �1(1 	 t*).
A 2-edge in a random graph with patches is essential if and only if removing it splits

its component into two disconnected components, exactly one of which has a patch on it.
In particular, edges in cycles are not essential; an edge in a path between two patches is
not essential; edges in components with no patches cannot be essential (they are not even
identifiable). All edges in a tree-component with a single patch are essential.

We now describe a connection with the 2-core of a random graph, that is the maximal
subgraph with minimum degree 2. (The 2-core consists of all vertices in cycles and on
paths between cycles.) The 2-core of a random graph is only of size �(N) if the random
graph is supercritical (i.e., 2�2 
 1), so we work with that case. This section is intended
to provide orientation for our general results in a context which may be more familiar to
some readers. We do not attempt to provide a fully rigorous discussion.

It is known (see Pittel [7]) that the giant component consists of its own 2-core and a
mantle of trees, each sprouting from a different vertex of the 2-core. The proportion of
vertices in the giant 2-core is a.a.s. � 	 2�2�(1 	 �) and the proportion of vertices in the
mantle is 2�2�(1 	 �), where � � inf{t � 0 : 2�2t � log(1 	 t) � 0}. Note that � � t*
when we have �1 � 0, i.e., no patches. We can imagine instead that we have an o(N)
number of patches, enough to ensure that a.a.s. one lands on the giant component. Then
the process of identification basically picks out the giant component (and a few other
smaller treelike components which we may neglect because they are of size at most �(log
N)). Thus, the proportion of identifiable vertices is t* which corresponds to the size of the
giant component. As edges in cycles cannot be essential, the essential edges in the giant
component must almost all be found in the mantle. Because the mantle is like a forest, the
number of edges and vertices in it are approximately equal and so the number of essential
edges scaled by 1/N is the same as the size of the mantle scaled by 1/N, that is, 2�2t* (1 	
t*).

4. CONVERGENCE OF EXPECTATIONS

Let � {A}C be the Poisson random hypergraph � with any hyperedges over the set A
removed. We say that a set A � V is essential for � if �(A) � 1 and V*(� {A}C) � V*(�).
Thus a set is essential if and only if it has an essential hyperedge over it.
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Proposition 4.1. A set A is essential if and only if �(A) � 1 and �A�V*(� {A}C)� � 1.

Proof. It is clear that a set cannot be essential if it has no hyperedges over it. Also, it
cannot be essential if it has more than one hyperedge over it. Recall that the order of
deletion does not affect the set of identifiable edges. Suppose �A�V*(� {A}C)� � 0. Then
everything in A is identifiable without the hyperedge over A and so if we were to
reintroduce the hyperedge, it would not be essential. If �A�V*(� {A}C)� � 2 then replacing
the hyperedge over A will not make the two or more vertices identifiable and so A cannot
have been essential. There remains the case �(A) � 1 with �A�V*(� {A}C))� � 1, when A
is obviously essential. ■

Lemma 4.2. For any fixed k � 1, we have �[�(N, k)/N] 3 k(1 	 t*)(t*)k	1�k as
N 3 �.

Proof. The numbers of hyperedges on distinct subsets of V are independent and so
� {A}C has the same law as � conditioned on �(A) � 0. Fix k � 1 and choose A with �A�
� k. Let q(1)(N, k) be the probability that A is essential. Then, by Proposition 4.1,

q�1��N, k� 
 ����A� 
 1, �A�V*�� �A�C�� 
 1�


 ����A� 
 1����A�V*�� �A�C�� 
 1�


 ����A� 
 1��(�A�V*� 
 1���A� 
 0)


 ����A� 
 1�
���A�V*� 
 1�

����A� 
 0�
as �A�V*� 
 1 implies ��A� 
 0



N�k

�N
k �

���A�V*� 
 1�.

Hence,

����N, k�/N 
 �N
k �q�1��N, k�/N 
 �k���A�V*� 
 1�. (4.1)

Now, if �A�V*� � 1, then A must contain k 	 1 identifiable vertices and one nonidentifiable
vertex, and symmetry implies that, given �V*�, all vertices are equally likely to be
identifiable. So,

�� �A�V*� 
 1� �V*�� 


� �V*�
k � 1� �N � �V*��

�N
k �


 k�1 �
�V*�

N � �V*�
�N � 1�

��V*� � 1�

�N � 2�
· · ·

��V*� � k � 2�

�N � k � 1�
¡
p

k(1	t*)(t*)k	1
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since �V*�/N ¡
p

t*. Because 0 � ���A�V*� 
 1 � �V*�� � 1, it follows by bounded
convergence that

���A�V*� 
 1� 
 �����A�V*� 
 1 � �V*�� 3 k�1 � t*��t*�k	1

as N 3 �. Thus, by (4.1), �[�(N, k)/N] 3 k(1 	 t*)(t*)k	1�k. ■

5. ASYMPTOTIC INDEPENDENCE

The key point is to show that the events {A is essential} and {B is essential} are
asymptotically independent, for distinct sets A and B. Once we have done this, Theorem
2.1 can be proved in much the same way as the weak law of large numbers for independent
random variables.

We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Suppose that �A� � �B� � k, where A �
B. Let q(2)(N, k) be the probability that both A and B are essential. Then we have

q�2��N, k� 
 ����A� 
 1, ��B� 
 1, �A�V*�� �A�C�� 
 1, �B\V*�� �B�C�� 
 1�.

Now, if we could deal with � {A,B}C instead of � {A}C and � {B}C, then we would be able
to proceed easily by saying that � {A,B}C has the same law as � conditioned on �(A) �
0 and �(B) � 0. However, we must then deal explicitly with the cases where A contributes
towards the identifiability of B, or vice versa. For ease of notation, write
Ṽ* for V*(� {A,B}C). We commence with some examples. In Fig. 2, �A�Ṽ*� � 1 and �B�Ṽ*�
� 1. Both A and B are essential as long as v is not in the domain of w in V�Ṽ* and w is
not in the domain of v in V�Ṽ* (if the dashed edge is present then w is identifiable from
v and so B is not essential). In Fig. 3, both A and B are essential, but �B�Ṽ*� � 2. The
important point here is that precisely one element u of B�Ṽ* is identifiable from v and the
other is not.

In general, in order to have �A�V*(� {A}C)� � 1 and �B�V*(� {B}C)� � 1, we must always
have either �A�Ṽ*� � 1 or �B�Ṽ*� � 1 because otherwise none of V�Ṽ* would be identifiable
when we reintroduce the edges over A and B. Suppose, without loss of generality, that
A�Ṽ* � {v}. Then we must also have that all but one of the vertices in B�Ṽ* are in the
domain of v.

Fig. 2 Example of two essential edges. The dot-dashed curve indicates the boundary between Ṽ*
and V�Ṽ*.
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Lemma 5.1. Let �̃(v) be the domain of v in the collapsed hypergraph on V�Ṽ* and let
�(v) be the domain of v in the collapsed hypergraph on V�V*. Let {w} � B�Ṽ* when
�B�Ṽ*� � 1. Assume that v � w. Then,

����A� 
 1,��B� 
 1,�A�V*�� �A�C�� 
 1,�B�V*�� �B�C�� 
 1�

 � N�k

�N
k ��

2	�� �A�V*� 
 1,�B�V*� 
 1,v���w�,w���v��

� 2 

i�2

k

���A�V*� 
 1,�B�V*� 
 i,���v� � B�V*� 
 i � 1,��A� 
 0,��B� 
 0��. (5.1)

Proof. We have

����A� 
 1, ��B� 
 1, �A�V*�� �A�C�� 
 1, �B�V*�� �B�C�� 
 1�

 ����A� 
 1, ��B� 
 1, �A�Ṽ*� 
 1, �B�Ṽ*� 
 1, v��̃�w�, w��̃�v��

� 

i�2

k

����A� 
 1, ��B� 
 1, �A�Ṽ*� 
 1, �B�Ṽ*� 
 i, ��̃�v� � B�Ṽ*� 
 i � 1�
� 


i�2

k

����A� 
 1, ��B� 
 1, �B�Ṽ*� 
 1, �A�Ṽ*� 
 i, ��̃�w� � A�Ṽ*� 
 i � 1�

 ����A� 
 1�����B� 
 1�	���A�Ṽ*� 
 1, �B�Ṽ*� 
 1, v��̃�w�, w��̃�v��

� 2 

i�2

k

�� �A�Ṽ*� 
 1, �B�Ṽ*� 
 i, ��̃�v� � B�Ṽ*� 
 i � 1��

Fig. 3 Example of two essential edges. The dot-dashed curves indicate the boundaries between Ṽ*
and V�Ṽ* and between V�Ṽ* and V�V*(� {B}C).
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 � N�k

�N
k �

exp�	
N�k

�N
k���

2

 	���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1, v���w�, w���v����A� 
 0, ��B� 
 0�
� 2 


i�2

k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 i, ���v� � B�V*� 
 i � 1���A� 
 0, ��B� 
 0��

 � N�k

�N
k �

exp�	
N�k

�N
k���

2	���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1, v���w�, w���v��

����A� 
 0�����B� 
 0�

� 2 

i�2

k 	���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 i, ���v� � B�V*� 
 i � 1, ��A� 
 0, ��B� 
 0�

����A� 
 0�����B� 
 0� �
as �A�V*� � 1, �B�V*� � 1 implies �(A) � 0, �(B) � 0. But then cancellation means that
the last line is equal to

� N�k

�N
k ��

2	�� �A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1, v���w�, w���v��
� 2 


i�2

k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 i, ���v� � B�V*� 
 i � 1, ��A� 
 0, ��B� 
 0��,
as required. ■

For the moment, we will assume that

��v���w�,w���v�� 3 1, (5.2)

�����v� � B�V*� � 1� 3 0 (5.3)

as N3 � which, in particular, means that we may discard the second term in (5.1). These
results will be proved later and reflect the fact that the collapse algorithm will not die out
while the vertex domains remain supercritical. Finally, as we will also show later,

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1� 3 �k�t*�k	1�1 � t*��2

and so
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q�2��N, k� � � N�k

�N
k �

k�t*�k	1�1 � t*��
2

� q�1��N, k�2,

where here � means that the ratio of the left and right sides tends to 1.

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1

We wish to prove the statements (5.2) and (5.3). As a first step, we prove

Lemma 6.1. Let �(t) � (1 	 t)�”(t). Then

��t*� � 1.

Proof. For t � [0, 1], define f(t) � 1 	 t 	 exp(	��(t)). Then

f��t� 
 ���t�exp�	���t�� � 1.

Now t* � inf{t � 0 : f(t) � 0} and so f �(t*) � (1 	 t*)��(t*) 	 1 � 0. Hence the result.
■

As we shall soon see, the 2-edge parameter for the collapsed hypergraph is approxi-
mately �(t*)/2 and so this lemma says that the collapsed hypergraph is nearly subcritical.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that v, w � V* are chosen uniformly at random. Recall that �(v)
is the domain of v in the collapsed hypergraph on V�V*. Then

��w � ��v�� 3 0

as N 3 �.

Proof. Let �V* be the hypergraph obtained from � by removing all of the vertices in V*,
so that �V* is the collapsed hypergraph. Clearly, for v � V�V*,

�V*��v�� 
 0

as v is not identifiable. We need to find the distribution of �V*(A) for all A � V�V*.
Suppose that each set in �(V) has a corresponding card which gives the number of
hyperedges on it. Initially, we place the cards face down, so that we know the sets they
represent but not the numbers of hyperedges. Consider the following slightly different way
of looking at the process of identification. First turn over the cards corresponding to all the
singleton sets; this tells us which vertices have patches on them. Write a list, �, of the
vertices with patches. Now proceed recursively. Pick any set with all but one of its vertices
in � and turn its card over. Add the last vertex to � if there is an edge over the set; if there
is no edge, � remains unchanged. Repeat. The process terminates when we have run out
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of sets with all but one of their vertices in �, so that � � V* is the set of identifiable
vertices. Discard all of the cards which have been turned over, as well as any correspond-
ing to subsets of V*. Then there remain only the cards corresponding to sets with at least
two vertices in V�V*. As each carried an independent random variable on its face at the
start and we have not turned any of them over in the process of identification, the random
variables must remain independent of one another and of what we have seen of the
hypergraph on V*. Thus, conditional on V* with �V*� � n, we have that for A � V�V* with
�A� � j � 2,

�V*�A� 
 

B�A,

B�V*�A

��B� � Poisson�N 

i�0

n �i�j�n
i�

� N
i � j��

and these random variables are independent. So �V* is a new Poisson random hypergraph
on N 	 n vertices and with parameters �k(n, N), where

�k�n, N� 
 �
0 if k 
 1

N

N � n �N � n
k � 


i�0

n �i�k�n
i�

� N
i � k�

if k � 2.

Choose � � (t*, 1). By Lemma 6.1 of Darling and Norris [3], we obtain

��2�n, N� �
1

2
�� n

N�� �
C�log N�2

N

for some constant C � � and all n � [�N].
Furthermore, for each k, the number of k-edges in the new hypergraph is certainly

bounded by the total number of hyperedges in the original hypergraph, which had a
Poisson(N�(1)) distribution. Thus,

�k�n, N� �
N��1�

N � n
�

��1�

1 � �

for all k � 2 and all n � [�N].
Now let Ct have the distribution of the size of the domain of a vertex in a Poisson

random hypergraph with parameters �1 � 0, �2 � �(t)/2 � C(log N)2/N and �k �
�(1)/(1 	 �) for k � 3. Then by Theorem 1.2 and an obvious comparison argument,

Ct ¡
d

Borel���t��

as N 3 �. Also, if �V*� � Nt for t � �, then ��(v)� is stochastically dominated by Ct.
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For any � 
 0, choose � 
 0 small enough and R � � large enough that, first, t* �
� � � and, second, that

��Borel���t* � ��� � R� � 1 � �

(we can do this because �(t*) � 1 and � is continuous). Hence,

��w � ��v�� 
 ��w � ��v�, ��V*�
N

� t*�� ��� ��w � ��v�, ��V*�
N

� t*�� ��
� ��w � ��v�, ���v�� � R, ��V*�

N
� t*�� ��

� �� ���v�� � R, � �V*�
N

� t*� � �� � ��� �V*�
N

� t*� � ��
�

R

N�1 � t* � ��
� ��Ct*�� � R� � ��� �V*�

N
� t*� � ��

3 ��Borel���t* � ��� � R� as N 3 �.

But this last quantity is less than � and so we are done. ■

Finally, we give a technical lemma.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that for k � 1 and N � 1, Xk,N are nonnegative random variables
satisfying

1

N
Xk,N ¡

p
xk (6.1)

as N 3 �, for all fixed k � 1, where



k�1

�

xk � �. (6.2)

Suppose in addition that for each k there exists yk such that

�	 1

N
Xk,N� � yk (6.3)

for all N with



k�1

�

yk � �. (6.4)
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Then
1

N



k�1

N

Xk,N ¡
p 


k�1

�

xk

as N 3 �.

Proof. Let �, � 
 0. By (6.2) and (6.4), we can find k0 sufficiently large that



k�k0�1

�

xk � 

k�k0�1

�

yk �
��

4
. (6.5)

Moreover, as k0 is fixed and finite, by (6.1) we have that N	1 ¥k�1
k0 Xk,N ¡

p
¥k�1

k0 xk and so,
for N sufficiently large,

��� 1

N



k�1

k0

Xk,N � 

k�1

k0

xk� � �/2� � �/2. (6.6)

Now,

��� 1

N



k�1

N

Xk,N � 

k�1

�

xk� � ��
� ��� 1

N



k�1

k0

Xk,N � 

k�1

k0

xk� � �/2� � ��� 1

N



k�k0�1

N

Xk,N � 

k�k0�1

�

xk� � �/2�
� ��� 1

N



k�1

k0

Xk,N � 

k�1

k0

xk� � �/2� �
2

�  

k�k0�1

�

yk � 

k�k0�1

�

xk�
by Markov’s inequality and (6.3). But by (6.5) and (6.6) this last expression is less than
� for all N sufficiently large. ■

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Firstly, let us show that (2.2) follows from (2.1) using Lemma
6.3. Let Xk,N � �(N, k), xk � k(1 	 t*)(t*)k	1�k, and yk � �k. Then, assuming (2.1), we

have Xk,N/N ¡
p

xk for each fixed k � 1, which gives (6.1). We have ¥k�1
� xk � ¥k�1

� k(1 	
t*)(t*)k	1�k � (1 	 t*)��(t*), which is finite by assumption and so (6.2) is satisfied. Now,
the number of essential k-edges is certainly bounded by the total number of k-edges, which
is a Poisson(N�k) random variable. Thus, �[XN,k/N] � �k � yk, which gives (6.3). We have
¥k�1

� �k � �(1), which is finite by assumption, and so (6.4) is satisfied. Hence, by Lemma

6.3, ��N�/N ¡
p

�1 � t*����t*� which, by the definition of t*, is equal to 	(1 	 t*)log
(1 	 t*).
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It remains to prove (2.1). Take � 
 0 and fix k � 1. Note that

1

N
��N, k� 


1

N



A�V,
�A��k

�A is essential�.

By Chebyshev’s inequality, for N sufficiently large,

��� 1

N



A�V,
�A��k

�A is essential� � �1 � t*�k�k�t*�k	1� � ��
�

1

�2 �	� 1

N



A�V,
�A��k

�A is essential� � �1 � t*�k�k�t*�k	1�2�



1

�2  1

N2 

A,B�V,A�B

�A���B��k

��A is essential, B is essential� � ��1 � t*�k�k�t*�k	1�2�
�

1

�2  1

N2 ����N, k� � 2�1 � t*�k�k�t*�k	1	 �1 � t*�k�k�t*�k	1 �
1

N
����N, k��� ,

where the second term in braces tends to 0 as N 3 �, by Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 5.1,

1

N2 

A,B�V, A�B

�A���B��k

��A is essential, B is essential�



1

N2 

A, B�V, A�B

�A���B��k

N2�k
2

�N
k � 2 ���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1, v���w�, w���v��

� 2 

i�2

k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 i, ���v� � B�V*� 
 i � 1, ��A� 
 0, ��B� 
 0��.
Now, by Lemma 6.2, �(v � �(w), w � �(v)) 3 1 and �(��(v) � B�V*� � 1) 3 0 as
N 3 �. Thus, we are really interested in

�k
2

�N
k � 2 


A,B�V, A�B
�A���B��k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1�



�k

2

�N
k � 2 


A,B�V, A�B�A
�A���B��k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1�

�
�k

2

�N
k � 2 


i�1

k	1 

A,B�V, �A�B��i

�A���B��k

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1�. (6.7)
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In the case where A and B are disjoint, by a similar argument to that used in the proof of
Lemma 4.2, we have

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1�


 �� �N � �V*���N � �V*� � 1�� �V*�
k � 1�� �V*� � k � 1

k � 1 �
�N

k ��N � k
k � � .

If �A � B� � i for 1 � i � k 	 1, then the two nonidentifiable vertices must lie outside
the intersection (otherwise they are the same vertex and so v � w). Thus,

���A�V*� 
 1, �B�V*� 
 1�


 �� �N � �V*��� �V*�
k � i � 1�� �V*� � k � i � 1

i � �N � �V*� � 1�� �V*� � k � 1
k � i � 1 �

�N
k ��k

i��N � k
k � i � � .

So (6.7) is equal to

�k
2

�N
k � 2 �	 �N � �V*���N � �V*� � 1�� �V*�

k � 1�� �V*� � k � 1
k � 1 ��

�
�k

2

�N
k � 2 


i�1

k	1

�	�N � �V*��� �V*�
k � i � 1���V*� � k � i � 1

i ��N � �V*� � 1���V*� � k � 1
k � i � 1 ��.

As �V*�/N 3 t* in probability, the first of these two terms converges to

�k�k�1 � t*��t*�k	1�2,

by bounded convergence. It remains to show that the second term converges to 0. We have



i�1

k	1

�� �N � �V*��� �V*�
k � i � 1�� �V*� � k � i � 1

i � �N � �V*� � 1�� �V*� � k � 1
k � i � 1 �

�N
k � 2 �

� 

i�1

k	1 �k!�2

i!��k � i � 1�!�2�N � k � i � 1�!
3 0

as N 3 �. The result follows. ■
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